American Society for Engineering Education

Chemical Engineering Division
Summer Executive Committee Meeting
Minutes
Monday, June 27, 2011 – 7:00-8:15 AM, Vancouver, BC
Vancouver Convention Centre, Room 110

Attendees: Taryn Bayles, Lisa Bullard, Stephanie Farrell, Laura Ford, Allen Hersel, Jason Keith, Randy
Lewis, Michael Prudich, Joe Shaeiwitz, David Silverstein, Mahbub Uddin, Margot Vigeant, and Phil
Wankat
Written reports submitted at the meeting are at the end of these minutes.
0. Welcome – Margot started the meeting at 7:00 and asked us all to introduce ourselves.
1. We observed a moment of silence for chemical engineering educators who had died in the past
year.
2. Margot passed out bookmarks with chemical engineering conference events (put together by
Adrienne Minerick). Big events (banquet, lectureship, etc.) are on the front and all sessions are
listed on the back. These will be passed out at all chemical engineering sessions to encourage
attendance at future events and sessions.
3. Minutes from the Novembers 2010 Executive Committee Meeting were distributed by Laura via
email. The minutes were approved.
4. Laura distributed a financial report (at the end of these minutes). Our division received an internal
grant from ASEE for our new mentoring awards. The grant has not been deposited in our account,
though. There was also a question as to whether we received all of the money charged for banquet
tickets (including the $10 for late tickets). Laura will check when the money is deposited in our
account and will follow up on the missing grant money.
5. Allen gave a membership report. He no longer automatically receives a monthly report on division
membership, but he can get one on request. We have 660 ± 10 members, as we have for a long
time. He asked for what we would like for him to do since his previous activities were based on the
monthly reports. We do not want him to send reminder emails to people who have let their dues
lapse. The goal is to keep our membership at least constant but to get people more involved. It was
decided that we want him to contact new members (truly new members, not just those who let
membership lapse) to encourage them to come to the conference and to meet them at the
conference and encourage them to participate.
6. Jason presented an awards report (at the end of these minutes). There was discussion about how
we did advertise and how we should advertise the new mentoring awards. This year we advertised
in the newsletter and Jason contacted all new authors. We did not send a message to the
department chairs since the awards were approved after the abstract deadline. In general, the
awards have very few nominees. Chemical Engineering Education will run a one-page ad about the
new awards; Jason will get the information to Phil. We do want to send information to the
department chairs about the new awards.
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7. Adrienne Minerick was unable to present the Newsletter report since she was chairing a chemical
engineering session at the same time as this meeting, but she did bring by a written report read by
Laura. The written report is at the end of the minutes. The newsletter has normally been
distributed as an email attachment, but ASEE has limited the size of email messages to our
distribution list to about 100 KB. We can’t send much more than plain text. In the spring the email
message had a link to the newsletter on our website, so people had to take an extra step to read the
newsletter. Margot and Allen both can use our membership list to create a mailing list and send the
newsletter as an attachment again. Adrienne asked several questions in her report. We do want to
send the newsletter to chemical engineering department chairs but not chemistry department
chairs. We do not want to print copies and send to new faculty in chemical engineering or chemistry
departments. We do want to distribute paper copies at the AIChE meeting, including the
department chairs meeting. Randy will work on getting us on the agenda and making the
presentation. We do want to distribute at the Summer School, but it might be best to do a special
issue targeted towards new members. Maybe this issue should include the abstracts of all Martin
nominees. We do not want to distribute to regional meetings.
8. Laura also read an out-going program chair’s report from Adrienne. A major issue was that the ASEE
central office did not like the number of special/panel sessions that we held. According to the PIC
meeting, there will be new rules for panel sessions and we will get only one next year. Are other
division s in trouble for their special sessions? We want to keep the special sessions. We did not
submit a nomination for the distinguished lecture (different from the Chemstations Lectureship).
We would probably be most successful if 2 or 3 divisions got together to nominate someone. The
central office also had the idea of a “work-in-progress” paper, one that would be shorter and could
be submitted to Chemical Engineering Education later. ASEE is cracking down on republication, even
within ASEE. We did not see much advantage to a work-in-progress paper since the publication fee
would be the same. Mahbub Uddin from Trinity University in San Antonio was introduced to the
group as a local contact for the next ASEE conference. Some ideas for the awards banquet are a
restaurant within walking distance from the Riverwalk or the faculty club at Trinity University (would
require transportation – carpooling probably won’t work since Laura may be the only one driving to
the conference). Restaurants will want a guaranteed number, and we would like to keep the cost
between $50 and $65. Margot will send Mahbub an email message with criteria, and he’ll put
together a proposal in time for the AIChE meeting.
9. Joe gave a report on the progress for the Summer School. He had a draft of the website on his
thumb drive. Jennifer Sinclair-Lewis is working on fundraising, and she has 4 companies committed
at $25,000 each: ExxonMobil, Corning, Air Products, and BP. We are hoping for $100,000 from the
National Science Foundation, and several companies have not turned us down yet. Randy will
modify the schedule to fit some of the funder’s requirements, and the schedule will be set by the
AIChE meeting. The call for workshop generated 47 submissions, and they will let the selected
presenters know in 2 or 3 weeks. Greg and Kim Ogden are working on activities, including a few day
trips and different activities for spouses and kids. We may have a conference call in September with
details before AIChE. Several schools are interested in paying for all of their assistant professors to
attend. We could accommodate maybe 200 people and presenters. There is room on campus for
1500 people.
10. David discussed our interface with the AIChE Education Division. They are working to promote ASEE
within AIChE. The ASEE chair can have an article in the AIChE division newsletter, and they promote
the Summer School. There are 200 members of the division, which was formally approved in the
spring.
11. Margot had several small pieces of information, including some from the PIC meeting.
a. The PIC I group drafted a rubric for choosing the best paper. We may choose to use it after it
has been approved.
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b. ASEE wants written comments about Monolith. We can email them to Stephanie Adams. The
$500 grant program for new ideas that might benefit our division will occur again this year.
c. Wednesday is ABET day – there will be many sessions on ABET.
d. We received a request from the Science, Math, and Engineering Student of the Year program to
judge the chemical engineering competition for them. Taryn will be one of the judges. There
are 11 chemical engineering papers. Since the judging is in Washington DC, Margot found
people near the area to do the judging, and we’ll see if it is something we want to do again in
the future.
e. We have a Facebook page! ASEE will create an email for the division chair that we could use as
the contact email for Facebook.
f. Gamification: Margot created Cheme Kudos (at the end of the minutes) that we can earn at the
conference this year. Each achievement is an orange slip of paper: Double Duty, Day Tripper,
Hat Trick, Like!, Super Star, and Hipster.
12. Final reminders: Bookmarks, Awards banquet walking meeting place, and Tuesday dinner.
13. The meeting was adjourned at 8:22.
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American Society for Engineering Education Chemical Engineering Division
Treasurer's Report – June 2011

BASS Account total reported June 2010

$25,626.80

Credits
Interest (3rd Q 2010 – 2nd Q 2011)
3rd Quarter 2010 Dues
4th Quarter 2010 Dues
1st Quarter 2011 Dues
2nd Quarter 2011 Dues
3rd Quarter 2011 Dues (April only)
2010 Banquet Tickets
Eastman Sponsorship of Corcoran Award
CACHE Award Sponsorship
Chemstations Sponsorship of Lectureship

$ 116.69
$ 330.00
$ 354.00
$ 231.00
$ 561.00
$ 159.00
$3185.00
$2000.00
$1200.00
$5000.00
$13,136.69

Debits
2010 Lectureship travel reimbursement
2010 Division banquet expenses (+$950 paid previously)
2011 Division banquet deposits
2011 Panel Proceedings Fees
2011 Award Plaques (partial)
2011 Appreciation Plaques
2011 Awards
Banquet ticket reimbursement for 2011 award winners

$ 500.00
$1885.00
$1581.87
$ 300.00
$ 452.57
$ 204.05
$7900.00
$ 385.00
$13,208.49

Total Bass Account (June 23, 2011)

$25,555.00

Operating Account total reported June 2010

$108.61

Credits
2011
Allocation

$584.00

Debits
May 13, 2010 Conference Call
Forfeit of 2010 allocation not spent
Corcoran Award conference call
2011 Award plaques (partial)

$ 22.76
$ 85.85
$ 16.47
$567.53

Total Operating Account (June 23, 2011)

$

0.00
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